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Close up images of Backgammon 
checkers  moving to the left


Close up images of Backgammon 
checkers  moving to the right


Close up images of dice being rolled on 
board

A slide to the left…


…a jump to the right…


…these Backgammon moves have 
endured the ages. 


But this… isn't your 
grandparents backgammon board!! 

Product shot images Introducing BKN…a timeless update to 
the world’s oldest and most revered 
game!

Historical images of people playing 
Backgammon through the ages

For centuries, Backgammon has lured 
the young and the old into friendly…or 
fierce…competitions. It’s a game of 
chance, luck, and skill…that anyone can 
play!

Images of old Backgammon boards The problem is…while the times have 
changed, the look and feel of the 
Backgammon board has not. It’s bland, 
antiquated, and a far cry from the 
glamorous hay days of the 60's and 70s!

Images of team constructing BKN We set out to change that!  We wanted to 
reinvent the Backgammon board and 
give it a modern twist… and make this 
classic game easier to learn. 

Product shots highlighting the set up 
dots

Our BKN board uses set up dots that are 
an absolute game changer. It cuts down 
the prep time so you enjoy more play 
time!
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Product shots highlighting the cork board

Product shots highlight large checkers

Images of people playing BKN at home, 
on the road and in various locations

Made from durable recycled plastic, the 
board features sustainable harvested 
Portuguese cork to give it that classic 
feel. We designed the board around 
29mm checkers giving big board play, 
yet in a travel friendly size.

Images of people playing BKN on boat, 
in forest or in remote locations

Now, you can adventure away from the 
kitchen table and explore new gameplay 
arenas. Ready to go wherever you are, 
BKN’s durable design features a water 
and dust resistant seal. It’s more fun to 
win on a boat or in the forest, after all.  

Closing graphic and logo

Text: Support our Campaign! 

BKN is the Backgammon reboot 
everyone has been waiting for! Support 
our campaign. Together, let’s put BKN on 
the world map!
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